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Abstract Effectively supporting millimeter-wave (mmWave) beamforming is still a major challenge in 5G

cloud radio access network (5G C-RAN) systems with evolved common public radio interface-based (eCPRI-

based) fronthaul. Herein, an optical true time delay pool based hybrid beamforming (OTTDP-HBF) scheme,

enabling centralized beamforming control, is proposed for mmWave 5G C-RAN systems. The weight control

of the OTTDP-HBF is physically implemented by a pre-designed optical wavelength matrix which is mapped

from a series of optical carriers. After introducing optical true time delay, this optical wavelength matrix then

maps to the defined OTTDP. In this scheme, all physical implementation and the computational processing

of analog beamforming can be centrally deployed into a centralized unit or distributed unit (CU/DU).

Each active antenna unit (AAU) therefore becomes very simple. For single-user and multi-user scenarios,

the OTTDP-based hybrid precoders are formulated respectively. In the developed OTTDP-based multi-

user hybrid precoder, the spectral efficiency is improved by making use of all RF chains. For a 9-element

uniform planar array deployed at an AAU, a designed example of the OTTDP-HBF is presented, where

spectral efficiency curves obtained via different precoding schemes for single-user and multi-user scenarios

are compared and discussed respectively.
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1 Introduction

Emerging bandwidth-demanding services in wireless communications, such as virtual/augmented reality
and 4K/8K high-definition video, require significant bandwidth [1]. The integration of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) and millimeter-wave (mmWave) communications provides a promising approach
to meet the traffic requirement [2], where the gain generated from beamforming can compensate for
huge path losses in mmWave frequencies [3]. In 5G hot-spot scenarios, plentiful mmWave access points
(mmWave-APs) are densely deployed, where each mmWave-AP is usually equipped with several antennas
[4]. For example, multiple-antenna technology has been introduced into the 5G split-physical layer (split-
PHY) fronthaul architecture, where each mmWave-AP is equipped with 4-element phased-array antennas
(PAAs) [5]. Different from massive MIMO systems, a mmWave-AP in highly-dense environments has a
small coverage area and only requires a few antennas. To implement these dense mmWave-APs effectively,
radio access network (RAN) centralization, i.e., the cloud radio access network (C-RAN), becomes the
most widely considered solution [6]. Moreover, the 5G RAN is required to support multiple functional
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splits, where a base station is split into a centralized unit (CU), a distributed unit (DU), and an active
antenna unit (AAU).

The path and penetration losses are excessive at mmWave frequencies, especially at 60 GHz, thus the
beamforming gain generated from PAAs is essential to implement a mmWave system [7, 8]. However,
supporting mmWave beamforming effectively is still a major challenge in a 5G C-RAN system with
evolved common public radio interface-based (eCPRI-based) fronthaul [9]. In mmWave communications,
two widely used hybrid precoding methods are the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) based hybrid
precoding [10] and the hierarchical hybrid precoding [11]. Based on the hierarchical idea in [11], a digital
precoder can be computed by the water-filling solution after determining the analog precoder. Moreover,
an important solution for the analog beamforming in the hybrid beamforming is the codebook-based
strategy [12–15]. For example, it was assumed that predefined quantization codebooks were employed
for analog precoding, and the equally spaced beamsteering vectors constituted the codebooks [14, 15].
In practice, two widely-used codebooks for beamforming are the n-bit beam codebook and the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT)-based beam codebook [16, 17].

Moreover, the traditional physical implementation of a beam codebook is based on the weight control
of PAAs. Compared with beamforming via electrical phase shifters, beamforming based on optical true
time delay (OTTD) has advantages such as low loss, large bandwidth, and none “beam squint” [18, 19].
For example, optical beamforming for a 5G C-RAN system with analog fronthaul links has been pre-
sented, where the weight control of optical beamformers was deployed at mmWave-APs [5]. For both
optical and electrical beamforming [5,20], the weight control modules of analog beamforming are mostly
deployed at the front end of C-RAN systems, i.e., the APs. Specifically, in a functional-decomposition
5G C-RAN system, analog beamformers are implemented in AAUs, and the control algorithm for beam-
forming is assumed to reside in the CU/DU. Therefore, deploying weight control modules at dense AAUs
inevitably leads to high operating expenditure and capital expenditure. To solve this problem, a central-
ized beamforming control system has been proposed [21,22], where these studies are analog beamforming
methods. However, the optical beamforming usually belongs to analog beamforming, thus it can only
make transmitter power focus on the desired direction [23,24]. Although we have given a hybrid precoder
based on OTTD, this hybrid precoder was only suitable for a single user [25].

In this work, we present an optical true time delay pool based hybrid beamforming (OTTDP-HBF)
scheme for mmWave 5G C-RAN systems with eCPRI-based fronthaul, where weight control modules
of analog beamforming for all AAUs can be decoupled from PAAs and centralized into the CU/DU.
In this scheme, the weight control of analog beamforming is physically implemented by a pre-designed
optical wavelength matrix, and the optical wavelength matrix is mapped from a series of optical carriers
generated in the CU/DU. After introducing OTTD, the optical wavelength matrix then maps to the
defined optical true time delay pool (OTTDP). Instead of employing a series of tunable optical filters
(TOFs), only a passive demultiplexer (Demuxer) is employed in each AAU. Therefore, the deployment
of plentiful mmWave AAUs is low-cost and low-complexity. A framework of the proposed OTTDP-HBF
for a 5G C-RAN system is presented. Taking an AAU as an example, the principles of the proposed
OTTDP-HBF scheme is explained, and the physical implementation of the proposed OTTDP-HBF is
also introduced. An OTTDP-based hybrid precoding method for the single-user channel is shown to
verify the feasibility of the OTTDP-HBF scheme. Moreover, we develop an OTTDP-based multi-user
hybrid precoder. The developed multi-user hybrid precoder can make use of RF chains when the number
of RF chains is bigger than the total number of users. Therefore, the averaged achievable rate per
user is improved when compared with that obtained by the widely-used two-stage multi-user hybrid
precoder [13], where we only work the remaining RF chain and add no transmitted power.

We employ capital bold type for a matrix e.g., WOW, small bold type for a vector e.g., ps, and italic
type for a scalar e.g., Mt. The superscripts H, T, and −1 respectively represent the Hermitian transpose,
transpose, and the inverse of a matrix. The symbol ‖ · ‖F and E[·] denote the Fourier norm and the
expectation.

2 System mode

Figure 1(a) schematically shows the proposed OTTDP-HBF for mmWave 5G C-RAN systems with
eCPRI-based fronthaul, where AAUs, i.e., mmWave-APs are densely deployed, and each mmWave-AP
is equipped with a few antennas. In the proposed scheme, a pre-designed optical wavelength matrix is
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Structure of the proposed OTTDP-HBF for mmWave 5G C-RAN systems with eCPRI-based fronthaul;

(b) PHY-layer with brief processing stages in downlink direction, and a promising eCPRI split IID. OTTDP-HBF: optical true

time delay based hybrid beamforming.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Framework of the proposed OTTDP-HBF enabling centralized beamforming control in a mmWave 5G

C-RAN system with eCPRI-based fronthaul.

mapped from a series of uniform-spacing optical carriers generated in the CU/DU. After introducing
OTTD by a dispersive medium, the pre-designed optical wavelength matrix then maps to the OTTDP.

Specifically, a reference eCPRI split (Split IID) inside the PHY layer is described in Figure 1(b). Intro-
ducing mmWave beamforming into a functional-decomposition 5G C-RAN system, the control algorithm
for beamforming is assumed to reside in the CU/DU, but beamformers are implemented in AAUs. There-
fore, this control data must be transmitted from the CU/DU to AAUs, which wastes a lot of fronthaul
bandwidth. However, in the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme, the implementation of analog beamforming
can be physically deployed at the CU/DU, and the control of analog precoding for all AAUs can also be
centralized into the CU/DU. Each mmWave AAU with beamforming via the OTTDP-HBF is simple, so
the deployment of dense AAUs becomes easy and cost-advantage.

2.1 Framework of optical true time delay pool based hybrid beamforming

Taking the implementation for an AAU as an example, a framework for the computational modeling
and analysis of the proposed OTTDP-HBF enabling centralized beamforming control in the functional-
decomposition 5G C-RAN is presented in Figure 2. It is assumed that the fully-connected hybrid beam-
forming transmitter sends Ns (Ns 6 NRF

t 6 Mt) data streams and is equipped with Mt antennas and
NRF

t RF chains. Firstly, in the CU/DU, m optical carriers with wavelength spacing ∆λ are generated
by a multi-wavelength laser source [26], whose optical wavelengths are termed as a 1×m vector ps.

Secondly, an Mt × K optical wavelength matrix WOW is mapped from ps, as shown in Figure 2.
The r -th column in WOW represents Mt optical carriers selected from ps, and these optical carriers can
be employed to introduce OTTD and then form a specific beam pattern IDr at the AAU. To support
different beam IDs at the same time, a constraint is required to be considered in the mapping process.
The constraint is that different elements of WOW cannot be equal. Moreover, for an Mt ×K WOW, the
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Figure 3 (Color online) Implementation of the proposed OTTDP-HBF in a mmWave 5G C-RAN system with eCPRI-based

fronthaul. TOF: tunable optical filter; E/O: electro-optic conversion; MLS: multi-wavelength laser source; Muxer: multiplexer;

Demuxer: demultiplexer; PD: photodetector.

number of required optical carriers, i.e., the length of ps is desired to be as small as possible. Specifically,
assume that adjacent elements in the r -th column of the WOW have a fixed wavelength spacing of r∆λ,
the mapping rules of the WOW can be expressed by

min
m

ps,

s.t. λtr, λuv, λth ∈ WOW,

(i) λtr 6= λuv, ∀ t 6= u& r 6= v,

(ii) λth = λt1 + t(h− 1)∆λ, ∀ 1 6 h 6 Mt. (1)

Because only one RF chain works in analog beamforming at the same time, the OTTDP in [21] is only
required to support a beam ID. Hybrid beamforming can provide better performance than that of analog
beamforming, where NRF

t RF chains work simultaneously. Therefore, the constraint (i) expressed in
(1) is stronger compared with that in [21, 22], and this enables the WOW to support NRF

t beam IDs
simultaneously.

Thirdly, NRF
t columns are selected from the determined WOW and employed to form an Mt × NRF

t

matrix FOW
RF . The optical carriers corresponding to the FOW

RF are selected from ps and then employed to
carry out RF chains to the AAU.

Finally, the desired OTTD can be introduced into each RF chain by a dispersive medium like a
single-mode fiber (SMF). Namely, the matrix FOW

RF transforms into the analog precoding matrix FN
RF

after introducing OTTD, as illustrated in Figure 2. Besides, the optical wavelength matrix WOW is
corresponding to a fixed OTTDP after introducing OTTD. For the implementation of different analog
precoding, different NRF

t columns of WOW are selected.
Instead of deploying a series of TOFs [27], a passive Demuxer is employed in the AAU to minimize

its cost and complexity, as displayed in Figure 2. Moreover, m channels of the Demuxer must match
elements in the ps, thus an m×Mt matrix MIC is defined to describe the interconnection between the
channels and antennas. The element cir in the MIC is “1” or “0”, which represents the i-th channel and
the r -th antenna is connected or not. More details about this interconnection matrix can refer to [21].

2.2 Implementation of optical true time delay pool based hybrid beamforming

The physical implementation of the proposed OTTDP-HBF can be seen in Figure 3. Firstly, the power of
Ns data streams is adjusted according to the FN

BB. The analog beamformer performs specific phase-shift
values for RF chains, and the phase-shift values between antennas in the proposed OTTD-HBF scheme
are introduced by an SMF. The relationship between the phase-shift difference and elements in the
WOW is

(t− i)k∆ϕ = (λtk − λik)(2πc/λRF)DL, (2)

where D and L represent the dispersion coefficient and the length of SMF, λRF is the wavelength of each
RF chain, and the phase-shift unit ∆ϕ satisfies the equation that is K∆ϕ = 2π.

Secondly, the uniformly-spaced optical carriers generated from the MLS are split into NRF
t branches,

and each branch is used for providingMt optical carriers corresponding to a column of the FOW
RF . The TOF
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modules are employed to select these specific optical carriers, and NRF
t RF chains are then modulated

on these selected optical carriers.
Thirdly, a multiplexer (Muxer) is introduced and then those modulated optical carriers are injected into

the eCPRI-based fronthaul link. Each optical carrier has a specific wavelength, so the required OTTD
values are introduced into RF chains. Because optical carriers match channels of the Demuxer deployed
in the AAU, the optical carriers can be separated by the Demuxer. Finally, the modulated optical carriers
are detected by photodetectors (PDs), and different phase-shift values are then introduced into antennas.

Similarly, all AAUs can be deployed based on the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme, where each AAU
only requires a passive Demuxer instead of expensive TOFs. Moreover, the beamforming control functions
for all AAUs and the physical implementation of analog beamforming can be centralized into the CU/DU,
which is adapted to the characteristic of the 5G C-RAN system with eCPRI-based fronthaul.

3 OTTDP-based hybrid precoding for mmWave communications

Compared with the work about OTTDP-based analog beamforming in [21], precoding processes are
required for the proposed OTTDP-HBF. In mmWave communications, the wireless channel H can be
expressed based on the clustered channel model [10, 11],

H =
(

√

MtMr/NcNl

)

Nc
∑

c=1

Nl
∑

l=1

βclaR(φcl, ϕcl)a
H
T (θcl, ϑcl), (3)

where Nc denotes the number of scattering clusters, and each cluster has Nl propagation paths, βcl is
the complex gain of the l -th path in the c-th cluster, φcl (ϕcl) and θcl (ϑcl) represent the arrival and
the departure azimuth (elevation) angles, and aR and aT are the normalized receive and the normalized
transmit array responses. In practice, the mmWave wireless channel matrix can be obtained by channel
state information (CSI) [28] or channel estimation [15, 29].

3.1 OTTDP-based sparse precoding for the single-user mmWave channel

Consider a single-user scenario, and we assume that the user is equipped with Mr antennas and NRF
r

RF chains. The mmWave wireless channel mode H expressed in (3) satisfies a constant that E[‖H‖2F] =
MtMr. If a Gaussian signal is transmitted and the average signal received power is ρ, the overall spectral
efficiency R can be expressed as [10]

R = log2

(
∣

∣

∣

∣

INs +
ρ

Nsσ2
K−1WH

BBW
H
RFHFRFFBBF

H
BBF

H
RFH

HWRFWBB

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

, (4)

where σ2 is the variance of the i.d.d. noise n, and n ∼ CN (0, σ2IMr
), K = WH

BBW
H
RFWRFWBB, WRF

and WBB represent the analog and the digital combining matrices at a receiver, FRF and FBB represent
the analog and the digital precoding matrices at a transmitter, and INs is the unit matrix.

The solution of the spectral efficiency maximization (SEM) problem expressed by (4) can be approx-
imately translated into finding the feasible analog and digital precoding matrices FN

RF and FN
BB, where

‖FN
RFF

N
BB‖2F = Ns. The FN

RF is physically implemented by the FOW
RF in the proposed OTTDP-HBF

scheme. After determining the analog precoding matrices FN
RF, the corresponding columns are selected

from the WOW to form the FOW
RF . After introducing OTTD, the FOW

RF then maps to the analog precoding
matrix FN

RF.
Next, the hybrid precoding method for the proposed OTTDP-based HBF is presented. According to

(2), a shift-phase difference matrix can be generated based on the FOW
RF , where the shift-phase difference

is introduced by OTTD. After introducing OTTD, the optical wavelength matrix WOW then maps to the
defined OTTDP that is employed to implement analog precoding in the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme.
Therefore, according to the WOW, a weight matrix FOW

w that is similar to a DFT-based codebook is
then defined as

FOW
w =

{

wtr

∣

∣

∣
wtr =

1√
Mt

ej(t−1)r∆ϕ, 1 6 t 6 Mt, 1 6 r 6 K

}

,

= [w1,w2, . . . ,wK ], (5)
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where j2 = −1, and wp is the p-th codeword under the normalization constraint ‖wp‖2F = 1. The number
of beam IDs K in the FOW

w is arbitrary when compared with that in the DFT-based codebook [17, 30].
Namely, the number of beam IDs is not required to be an integer multiple of the number of antennas Mt.

A widely used hybrid precoding algorithm for the single-user mmWave channel is the OMP-based
sparse precoding algorithm, where the difference between the optimal fully-digital precoding matrix Fopt

and the overall matrix FOMP
RF FOMP

BB possesses the minimum Frobenius norm [10]. For a single-user hybrid
beamforming system, an analog precoder can be chosen from a pre-designed codebook. Therefore, based
on the OMP-based sparse precoding algorithm and the weight matrix FOW

w in (5), the hybrid precoding
method for the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme is summarized as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 OTTDP-based sparse precoding via orthogonal matching pursuit

Input: Fopt, WOW, and F
OW
w .

Output: F
OW
RF and F

N
BB.

1: Initialize F
N
RF and F

N
BB;

2: Rres = Fopt;

3: for i = 1 → NRF
t do

4: k = argmax
p∈[1,...,K],wp⊂FOW

w
|〈wp,Rres〉|;

5: F
N
RF = F

N
RF ∪ wk;

6: F
N
BB = [(FN

RF)
H
F

N
RF]

−1(FN
RF)

H
Fopt;

7: Rres =
Fopt−F

N
RFF

N
BB

‖Fopt−FN
RF

FN
BB

‖F
;

8: end for

9: Select F
OW
RF from WOW according to F

N
RF.

3.2 OTTDP-based sparse precoding for the multi-user mmWave channel

Consider a multi-user scenario, where the number of users is Nu. We assume that the total number
of data streams Ns is equal to Nu. Namely, one mmWave-AP equipped with Mt antennas and NRF

t

RF chains communicates with every user via one data stream. The codebook-based hybrid precoding
methods can be also employed for multi-user scenarios [12, 13, 31]. By meeting a performance metric
such as the system sum-rate, some codewords, i.e., some beamsteering vectors are selected from a beam
codebook to form the analog precoder. Generally, the multi-user codebook-based hybrid precoding suffers
from a limitation that the number of working RF chains is equal to the total number of users. Therefore,
this method cannot make full use of all NRF

t RF chains when the total number of RF chains is larger
than the number of users.

The wireless channel Hi between the i-th user and the mmWave-AP can be molded by (3), and the
achievable rate of the i-th user is then [13],

Ri = log2

(

1 +
P
Nu

|HiFRFF
BB
i |2

P
Nu

∑

n6=i |HiFRFFBB
n |2 + σ2

)

, (6)

where P is the average total transmitted power, and we assume that the transmitter applies the analog
precoder FRF = [FRF

1 ,FRF
2 , . . . ,FRF

NRF
t

] and the digital precoder FBB = [FBB
1 ,FBB

2 , . . . ,FBB
Ns

]. The system

sum-rate is then Rtotal =
∑Nu

i=1 Ri. The hybrid precoding in the transmitter aims to find an available
analog and digital precoder. Different from the solution of the SEM problem, multi-user interference
must be considered in the precoding for the total spectral efficiency maximization (TSEM) problem.

As stated above, an alternative solution of the TSEM problem is to select an optimal beamsteering
vector from a beam codebook for a user. However, it is difficult to make full use of all RF chains when
the total number of RF chains is larger than the number of users. Here, we develop a precoding method
for multi-user scenarios in the proposed OTTDP-HBF system, which can make full use of all RF chains
(NRF

t > Nu) and can be seen from Algorithm 2. In the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme, the physical
implementation of an analog precoder is based on OTTDP, thus the analog precoder in the proposed
scheme is equivalent to selecting suitable columns from WOW.

Firstly, the fully-digital zero-forcing precoder Vopt that is an Mt×Nu matrix can be computed by [32],

Vopt = HH(HHH)−1 = [v1,v2, . . . ,vNu
], (7)

where H = [HT
1 ,H

T
2 , . . . ,H

T
Nu

]T is the multi-user channel.
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Algorithm 2 OTTDP-based hybrid precoding for multi-user scenarios

Input: Vopt, F
OW
w , and WOW.

Output: V
OW
RF , VRF, and VBB.

1: Calculate fully-digital zero-forcing precoder Vopt by (7);

2: Calculate weight vector h by (9);

3: Generate analog precoder VRF by (10);

4: Select columns from WOW to form V
OW
RF ;

5: Calculate digital precoder VBB by (11).

Secondly, a pre-designed OTTDP-based weight matrix FOW
w is obtained by (5), and then every column

of Vopt in (7) is decomposed on columns of FOW
w ,

vi ⇔ [x1iw1, x2iw2, . . . , xKiwK ], (8)

where xti = 〈wt,vi〉 is the inner product of wt and vi, and vi ⊂ Vopt. A weight vector h with K elements
is then defined as

h =

{

ht

∣

∣

∣
ht =

Nu
∑

i=1

xti, 1 6 t 6 K

}

. (9)

Thirdly, find the largest NRF
t elements from h that is termed as {he1, he2, . . . , he

NRF
t

}. According to

the subscripts {e1, e2, . . . , eNRF
t

}, the corresponding codewords are then selected from FOW
w , which form

the analog precoder VRF in the proposed OTTDP-based multi-user hybrid precoder,

VRF =
[

we1,we2, . . . ,we
NRF

t

]

. (10)

The physical implementation of the analog precoder is based on OTTDP. Therefore, the corresponding
columns are selected from WOW according to the calculated VRF, and then form the matrix V OW

RF .
Finally, based on (9), an equivalent channel between the i-th user and the transmitter can be defined as

He
i = HiVRF. Therefore, the equivalent multi-user channel can be written as He = [(He

1)
T, (He

2)
T, . . . ,

(He
Nu

)T]T. According to the equivalent multi-user channel and the zero-forcing precoding, the multi-user
interference can be completely suppressed by the digital precoder VBB that has the following form:

VBB = (He)H[He(He)H]−1P
1
2 = VZFP

1
2 , (11)

where P = diag(p1, . . . , pNu
) with pi (

∑Nu

i=1 pi = P ) denoting the transmit power allocated to the i-th
user can be determined via the well-known water-pouring algorithm.

4 Designed example and result discussion

Consider a 9-element uniform planar array (UPA) deployed at a mmWave AAU in a 5G C-RAN system,
i.e., Mt = 9. Setting K=10, the designed example of a 9× 10 WOW and its corresponding weight matrix
FOW
w are shown in Figure 4. This 9× 10 optical wavelength matrix WOW can be physically implemented

by a 1× 165 ps. In the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme, the physical implementation and the control of
analog precoding for different mmWave AAUs are centralized at the CU/DU, where we only employ a
passive Demuxer instead of expensive TOFs [27] at every AAU. Therefore, based on the proposed scheme,
the deployment of plentiful mmWave AAUs is low-cost and low-complexity.

4.1 Example of OTTDP-based sparse precoding for a single user

We verify the feasibility of the proposed OTTDP-HBF scheme for a single user, where we assume that
the number of RF chains is equal to 3, i.e., NRF

t = 3, and the number of receiving antennas is 4. For
simplicity, it is assumed that the combining matrix at the user is generated by the fully-digital precoding.
Based on (3), the single-user mmWave channel H is modeled by setting Nc = 6 and Nl = 1. In the
numerical simulation, it is assumed that Ns is equal to 1, 2, as well as 3. All results in Figure 5 are
obtained from 500 Monte-Carlo trials.

In Figure 5, the spectral efficiency curves via the fully-digital precoding (red color) and the OMP-based
hybrid precoding [10] (blue color) are given as comparisons, where the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
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Figure 4 An example of 9 × 10 optical wavelength matrix WOW designed based on (1), and its corresponding weight matrix

F
OW
w . CW: codeword.
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Figure 5 (Color online) Spectral efficiency versus SNR (ρ/σ2) for the single user channel via fully-digital precoding (red color),

OMP-based hybrid precoding (blue color), and OTTDP-based hybrid precoding (green color).

is defined as ρ/σ2. Moreover, the spectral efficiency curve via the proposed OTTDP-based precoding is
depicted in Figure 5 by green color. Compared with the OMP-based precoding , a fixed 9 × 10 weight
matrix FOW

w is employed in the proposed OTTDP-based hybrid precoding, which is corresponding to
the WOW. The analog precoding matrix FN

RF is computed based on the fixed FOW
w rather than the

time-varying array responses, which leads to a slight degradation in performance. However, the OMP-
based hybrid precoding is physically implemented by precise phase shifters. In the proposed scheme, we
introduce the fixed FOW

w that is physically built by a multi-wavelength laser source to implement the
OTTDP-HBF.

4.2 Example of OTTDP-based multi-user hybrid precoder

We also consider a multi-user scenario, where a mmWave AAU with a 9-element UPA communicates with
two users and each user is assumed to have a single antenna. Moreover, the total number of RF chains
is 3. All the rates plotted in Figure 6 are the averaged achievable rates per user which can be written as
E[ 1

Nu

∑Nu

i=1 Ri] with Ri in (6), where the transmit SNR is defined as (P/σ2). The total transmitted power
of the precoders shown in Figure 6 is the same. The spectral efficiency curve generated via a fully-digital
zero-forcing precoder is given as a comparison and marked by red color. Based on the widely-used two-
stage multi-user hybrid precoder [13], the spectral efficiency curve is also obtained and marked by green
color, where only two RF chains are working.

According to Algorithm 2, the spectral efficiency curve is also illustrated in Figure 6 by blue color,
where the designed 9×10 WOW is used. Because all RF chains are utilized, the averaged achievable rates
are improved when compared with that obtained by the two-stage multi-user hybrid precoder. We only
work the remaining RF chain and add no transmitted power. Moreover, the proposed OTTDP-based
multi-user precoder can be centrally controlled and deployed.
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Figure 6 (Color online) Averaged achievable rates achieved by optimal multi-user precoder without interference (red color),

two-stage multi-user hybrid precoder (green color), and OTTDP-based multi-user precoder (blue color).

5 Conclusion

In this work, an OTTDP-HBF enabling centralized beamforming control has been proposed for mmWave
5G C-RAN systems with eCPRI-based fronthaul. In this scheme, all physical implementation and the
computational processing of analog beamforming were centrally deployed into the CU/DU, and a passive
Demuxer was deployed at each AAU instead of a series of TOFs. For single-user and multi-user scenarios,
the OTTDP-based hybrid precoding methods were also formulated. For a 9-element UPA, a designed
example of the OTTDP-HBF was presented, where the 9 × 10 optical wavelength matrix WOW and its
corresponding weight matrix after introducing OTTD were given. Based on the OMP algorithm and
the OTTDP, we considered a single-user scenario and verified the feasibility of the proposed OTTDP-
HBF, where the spectral efficiency curve was compared with that via the fully-digital precoding and the
OMP-based hybrid precoding. Moreover, we developed an OTTDP-based multi-user hybrid precoder by
making use of all RF chains, and the averaged achievable rate per user was improved when compared
with that obtained by the widely-used two-stage multi-user hybrid precoder.
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